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OD8007/P - Lincat Opus 800 Dual Fuel [Propane Gas] Free-standing Oven
Range - 6 Burners - W 900 mm - 40.2 kW

  

This powerful Opus 800 dual fuel oven is built to deliver high volumes of top quality food and will withstand the rigours of even the busiest
kitchen. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £4,019.00

£4,822.80

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerLincat 
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Oven ranges: OD8007/P - Lincat Opus 800 Dual Fuel [Propane Gas] Free-standing Oven Range - 6 Burners - W 900 mm - 40.2 kW
 

Description 

Powerful 7.5kW dual concentric Burners for focused heat distribution from a fast boil to a
low simmer
Individual heavy-duty single cast iron supports, built to withstand the rigours of the busiest
kitchen
Low flue to allow use of the complete hob top

Powerful 6kW twin fan assisted oven for even cooking results
Large 6 x GN1/1 capacity oven enabling six different foods to be cooked simultaneously
Dual Fuel Oven Ranges

 

 

Full Description

The first thing that strikes you about this Opus 800 dual fuel oven is its power. It benefits from
the best of both the focused, instant heat from the mighty dual concentric gas burners, and the
even cooking of the electric oven. Built to withstand the rigours of even the busiest kitchen, the
large 6 x GN1/1 capacity oven is up to the task of delivering high volumes of top quality food,
and even enables six different foods to be cooked simultaneously. So whether you're cooking in
a restaurant, a large pub, or a school canteen, the dual fuel oven has you covered. Strong and
sturdy and built to last, the oven also comes with individual heavy-duty single cast iron supports.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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